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Abstract: Background: Prurigo nodularis (PN) is an intensely pruritic skin condition of considerable
morbidity. However, the pathogenesis of PN and its association with underlying neuropathy is
unclear. Objective: We sought to investigate the association between PN and etiologies of peripheral
neuropathy. Methods: A cross-sectional analysis of adult patients (≥18-year-old) with PN, AD,
and Psoriasis at the Johns Hopkins Health System over a six-year period (January 2013–January
2019) was performed. The strength of association with etiologies of peripheral neuropathy were
compared to a control cohort of individuals without PN, as well as those with AD or psoriasis. Results:
A total of 1122 patients with PN were compared to 10,390 AD patients, 15,056 patients with psoriasis,
and a control cohort of 4,949,017 individuals without PN, with respect to 25 comorbidities associated
with peripheral neuropathies. Limitations: Comparisons between peripheral neuropathies and PN
represent associations but are not causal relationships. Conclusion: Prurigo nodularis is strongly
associated with peripheral neuropathies, suggesting a role for neural dysregulation in pathogenesis.
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1. Introduction

Prurigo nodularis (PN) is a chronic skin condition characterized by intensely pruritic nodules and
hyperkeratotic lesions. Lesions are distributed symmetrically with involvement of extensor surfaces of
the extremities. The intractable pruritus of PN is a significant contributor of morbidity for patients
and commonly presents in the context of known pruritic conditions [1]. It is associated with other
dermatologic conditions, such as atopic dermatitis and other systemic diseases [2]. Examples of
systemic diseases associated with PN include liver or kidney dysfunction, hyperthyroidism, metabolic
dysfunction, inflammatory processes, psychological factors, and malignancy [3–5]. The underlying
mechanism of how these conditions contribute to the pathogenesis of PN remains unclear; however,
neural dysregulation is thought to play a central role.

Recent studies have studied intraepidermal nerve fiber density (IENFD) as an important contributor
to chronic pruritus and in small fiber neuropathies [6,7]. Patients with PN are observed to have
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decreased IENFD as compared to healthy individuals [7]. Furthermore, there is a significant reduction
in IENFD in lesional PN skin, which may be due to prolonged scratching, but also in non-lesional PN [5].
Indeed, the resolution of pruritus is associated with the recovery of dermal nerve fiber density [6].
Cellular changes observed in patients with PN include increased concentrations of substance P
and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) in the nerve fibers of PN patients [8]. Whether these
neurophysiological changes are markers of an underlying neuropathies or are a result of the intractable
pruritus remains controversial [9]. However, treatments commonly used to treat neuropathic pain
have been shown to benefit PN. Agents such as gabapentin and pregabalin have been successfully
used to treat patients with PN [10–12]. Thalidomide has also been successfully used to treat refractory
cases of prurigo nodularis [13,14].

With the evidence surrounding a neural origin of PN unclear, we sought to understand the
association between PN and peripheral neuropathies. Furthermore, we conducted a cross-sectional
investigation in our health system, comparing patients with PN to individuals with psoriasis, and those
with atopic dermatitis.

2. Materials and Methods

An association between PN and peripheral neuropathies was investigated by using the Johns
Hopkins Health System (JHHS) electronic medical record system, EPIC. The JHHS is a representative
collection of approximately 25–30 million individuals located in a 200-mile area within Maryland
and its neighboring states and is inclusive of individuals traveling from other countries to the JHHS.
Institutional review board approval was not required, as only anonymous, aggregate-level data
were used.

A cross-sectional study was performed of patients aged 18 years and older seen at JHHS between
1 January 2013 and 1 January 2019 (n = 4,950,139). EPIC Slicer Dicer was used to collect anonymized
aggregate-level data; consequently, IRB approval was waived. SNOMED CT search terms were applied
to separately identify patients with PN, atopic dermatitis (AD), psoriasis, or patients without PN.
Disease-specific search terms were then applied to identify the prevalence of patients within each group
diagnosed with each selected peripheral-neuropathy-related condition. Odds ratios were calculated
by comparing the prevalence of patients with PN and each comorbidity to the prevalence of patients
in each group with the same comorbidity. Then, p-values were calculated, using chi-squared tests
with one degree of freedom. To account for multiple comparisons, a Bonferroni-corrected p-value was
applied. Associations were considered statistically significant if p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Patient Demographics

A total of 1122 adult patients with PN, 10,390 AD patients, and 15,056 patients with psoriasis
were identified over the six-year period (Figure 1). A control cohort consisting of 4,949,017 individuals
without PN was used. In the general population, there was a predominance of Caucasians (61.3%),
with African American individuals only representing 21.3% of the patients within the JHHS. Similarly,
Caucasians represented over 76.6% of the psoriasis group. In comparison, PN and AD cohorts had
differing representative populations. The PN cohort was composed of 41.9% Caucasian and 47.6%
African American individuals. Similarly, the AD cohort had 43% and 40.5% of Caucasian and African
American patients, respectively.
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Figure 1. Racial backgrounds of all patients 18 years and older with a diagnosis of prurigo nodularis 
(PN), atopic dermatitis (AD), or psoriasis, and within the general population who presented to the 
Johns Hopkins Hospital System between 1 January 2013 and 1 January 2019. 

Within the PN study cohort, the proportion of males and females was similar as compared to 
the general population, with 52% females and 48% males within the PN cohort, and 54.2% females 
and 45.5% males within the general population. The mean age of PN patients was 56, similar to the 
general population (56) and the psoriasis cohort (55) (Figure 2). Individuals with atopic dermatitis 
were comparatively younger, with a mean age of 45. The prevalence of PN increased with age, with 
the peak prevalence seen between 50 and 59 years of age and composing 26.5% of our cohort. A total 
of 67.4% of all patients with PN were between 40 and 69 years of age, with individuals between the 
years of 50 and 59 composing 26.5% of the cohort.  

 

Figure 2. Age distribution of patients with prurigo nodularis (PN) overall, in black and in white 
patients. 

3.2. Association of Prurigo Nodularis with Conditions Known to Feature Peripheral Neuropathies  

Individuals with PN were more likely to have comorbidities associated with peripheral 
neuropathies as compared to the general population (Table 1). The most common comorbidities seen 
in patients with PN were statin use (37.34%), diabetes mellitus (26.38%), chronic kidney disease 

Figure 1. Racial backgrounds of all patients 18 years and older with a diagnosis of prurigo nodularis
(PN), atopic dermatitis (AD), or psoriasis, and within the general population who presented to the
Johns Hopkins Hospital System between 1 January 2013 and 1 January 2019.

Within the PN study cohort, the proportion of males and females was similar as compared to
the general population, with 52% females and 48% males within the PN cohort, and 54.2% females
and 45.5% males within the general population. The mean age of PN patients was 56, similar to the
general population (56) and the psoriasis cohort (55) (Figure 2). Individuals with atopic dermatitis
were comparatively younger, with a mean age of 45. The prevalence of PN increased with age, with
the peak prevalence seen between 50 and 59 years of age and composing 26.5% of our cohort. A total
of 67.4% of all patients with PN were between 40 and 69 years of age, with individuals between the
years of 50 and 59 composing 26.5% of the cohort.
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3.2. Association of Prurigo Nodularis with Conditions Known to Feature Peripheral Neuropathies

Individuals with PN were more likely to have comorbidities associated with peripheral
neuropathies as compared to the general population (Table 1). The most common comorbidities seen in
patients with PN were statin use (37.34%), diabetes mellitus (26.38%), chronic kidney disease (16.04%),
human influenza virus (HIV, 13.37%), metronidazole use (12.39%), and hypothyroidism (11.05%).
All the comorbidities analyzed were significantly more common in the PN group, with the exception of
small-cell carcinoma (p = 0.09). Of the significant comorbidities, borreliosis (Lyme disease) was weakly
associated with PN (OR: 3.6, IQR 1.5–8.6, p < 0.00001). In contrast, patients with PN were 58 times more
likely to have HIV as compared to the general population (OR: 58, IQR 48.8–68.9, p < 0.00001). External
agents associated with comorbidities of peripheral neuropathies include the use of dapsone, alcohol
use, statins, and metronidazole (p < 0.00001). Both cobalamin deficiency and folic acid deficiency were
associated with peripheral neuropathies in patients with PN. Lastly, inflammatory processes, chronic
kidney disease, and neoplasms were associated strongly with PN, including vasculitis (p < 0.000001),
chronic kidney disease (OR 16.3; 95% CI 13.9–19.2; p < 0.00001), and primary malignant neoplasms
(p < 0.00001). Other conditions, including diabetes mellitus, hyperpituitarism, hypothyroidism, and the
presence of myxedema, carpal tunnel syndrome, ulnar nerve entrapment, amyloidosis, vasculitis,
and phlebitis, were associated with PN.

We next examined whether significant differences existed between patients with PN, atopic
dermatitis, and psoriasis (Table 1). Among the many differences, patients with PN were more
likely to have chronic kidney disease and HIV as compared to both comparator groups (p < 000001).
However, there were no differences with malignant processes and metabolic conditions, including
hyperpituitarism and primary malignant neoplasms, such as small-cell carcinoma and non-small-cell
carcinoma. In comparison to atopic dermatitis, no significant differences were observed between carpal
tunnel syndrome, use of metronidazole, folic acid deficiency, or hypothyroidism. When comparing the
PN cohort to the psoriasis cohort, patients with PN were more likely to have comorbidities associated
with peripheral neuropathies, with the exception of myxedema, borreliosis, PMN, folic acid deficiency,
and Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia.
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Table 1. Absolute number, percentage, odds ratios, and p-values of all patients 18 years and older with PN and various comorbid conditions, as compared with those of
patients 18 and older with AD, with psoriasis, or within the general population (without PN) who were seen at the JHHS between 1 January 2013 and 1 January 2019.

Comorbidity PN, n (%) AD, n (%) OR (95% CI) p-Value Psoriasis, n (%) OR (95% CI) p-Value Gen Pop, n (%) OR (95% CI) p-Value

Peripheral neuropathies 308(27.45) 1673(16.1) 1.97(1.71–2.27) <0.002 2759(18.32) 1.69(1.47–1.94) <0.002 150,325(3.04) 12.08(10.59–13.77) <0.002

Focal–multifocal neuropathies

Amyloidosis 12(1.07) 31(0.3) 3.61(1.85–7.05) <0.002 32(0.21) 5.08(2.61–9.88) <0.002 2234(0.05) 23.94(13.53–42.35) <0.002

Carpal tunnel syndrome 54(4.81) 397(3.82) 1.27(0.95–1.7) 0.10377 522(3.47) 1.41(1.06–1.88) 0.01893 22,079(0.45) 11.28(8.58–14.83) <0.002

DM 296(26.38) 1167(11.23) 2.83(2.45–3.28) <0.002 2648(17.59) 1.68(1.46–1.93) <0.002 177,323(3.58) 9.64(8.44–11.01) <0.002

Hyperpituitarism 6(0.53) 37(0.36) 1.5(0.63–3.57) 0.35138 38(0.25) 2.12(0.9–5.04) 0.07978 3268(0.07) 8.14(3.64–18.16) <0.002

Myxedema 5(0.45) 15(0.14) 3.1(1.12–8.53) 0.02133 27(0.18) 2.49(0.96–6.48) 0.05277 1169(0.02) 18.95(7.86–45.69) <0.002

Phlebitis 26(2.32) 122(1.17) 2(1.3–3.06) <0.002 168(1.12) 2.1(1.38–3.19) <0.002 7395(0.15) 15.85(10.74–23.4) <0.002

Ulnar nerve entrapment 17(1.52) 74(0.71) 2.14(1.26–3.65) 0.00391 76(0.5) 3.03(1.79–5.15) <0.002 3546(0.07) 21.46(13.27–34.68) <0.002

Vasculitis 38(3.39) 208(2) 1.72(1.21–2.44) 0.00231 302(2.01) 1.71(1.22–2.41) <0.002 13,241(0.27) 13.07(9.45–18.07) <0.002

Chronic axonal neuropathies

Alcohol abuse 69(6.15) 202(1.94) 3.3(2.5–4.38) <0.002 462(3.07) 2.07(1.6–2.69) <0.002 33,073(0.67) 9.74(7.63–12.43) <0.002

Borreliosis 5(0.45) 63(0.61) 0.73(0.29–1.83) 0.50450 141(0.94) 0.47(0.19–1.16) 0.09351 62,20(0.13) 3.56(1.48–8.57) 0.00250

CKD 180(16.04) 446(4.29) 4.26(3.54–5.13) <0.002 950(6.31) 2.84(2.39–3.37) <0.002 57,268(1.16) 16.32(13.91–19.15) <0.002

Cobalamin deficiency 31(2.76) 204(1.96) 1.42(0.97–2.08) 0.07200 383(2.54) 1.09(0.75–1.58) 0.65366 13,782(0.28) 10.17(7.12–14.55) <0.002

Dapsone 48(4.28) 132(1.27) 3.47(2.48–4.86) <0.002 96(0.64) 6.97(4.9–9.9) <0.002 5420(0.11) 40.76(30.49–54.5) <0.002

Folic acid deficiency 5(0.45) 14(0.13) 3.32(1.19–9.23) 0.01480 30(0.2) 2.24(0.87–5.79) 0.08659 930(0.02) 23.82(9.87–57.47) <0.002

HIV infection 150(13.37) 185(1.78) 8.51(6.8–10.66) <0.002 144(0.96) 15.98(12.6–20.27) <0.002 13,137(0.27) 57.98(48.78–68.92) <0.002

Hypothyroidism 124(11.05) 844(8.12) 1.41(1.15–1.72) <0.002 2066(13.72) 0.78(0.64–0.95) 0.01169 113,182(2.29) 5.31(4.4–6.4) <0.002

Metronidazole 139(12.39) 1216(11.7) 1.07(0.88–1.29) 0.49875 1098(7.29) 1.8(1.49–2.17) <0.002 69,631(1.41) 9.91(8.3–11.84) <0.002

NSCLC 3(0.27) 9(0.09) 3.09(0.84–11.44) 0.07466 33(0.22) 1.22(0.37–3.99) 0.74091 2234(0.05) 5.94(1.91–18.45) <0.002

Phenytoin 2(0.18) 1(0.01) 18.55(1.68–204.76) <0.002 2(0.01) 13.44(1.89–95.52) <0.002 1039(0.02) 8.5(2.12–34.09) <0.002

PMN 94(8.38) 432(4.16) 2.11(1.67–2.66) <0.002 894(5.94) 1.45(1.16–1.81) <0.002 73,237(1.48) 6.09(4.93–7.52) <0.002

PMN of Lung 6(0.53) 30(0.29) 1.86(0.77–4.47) 0.16086 83(0.55) 0.97(0.42–2.23) 0.94261 7227(0.15) 3.68(1.65–8.2) <0.002

PMN of Ovary 2(0.18) 4(0.04) 4.64(0.85–25.34) 0.05135 4(0.03) 6.72(1.23–36.73) 0.01090 481(0.01) 18.37(4.58–73.76) <0.002
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Table 1. Cont.

Comorbidity PN, n (%) AD, n (%) OR (95% CI) p-Value Psoriasis, n (%) OR (95% CI) p-Value Gen Pop, n (%) OR (95% CI) p-Value

Small-cell carcinoma 1(0.09) 4(0.04) 2.32(0.26–20.74) 0.43939 14(0.09) 0.96(0.13–7.3) 0.96736 948(0.02) 4.66(0.65–33.12) 0.09051

Statins 419(37.34) 1999(19.24) 2.5(2.2–2.85) <0.002 4748(31.54) 1.29(1.14–1.47) <0.002 361,855(7.31) 7.56(6.69–8.53) <0.002

Waldenstrom’s disease 1(0.09) 3(0.03) 3.09(0.32–29.72) 0.30358 5(0.03) 2.69(0.31–23.01) 0.34799 293(0.01) 15.07(2.11–107.42) <0.002

Data are for all patients aged 18 years or older, including 1122 patients with prurigo nodularis (PN), 10,390 patients with AD, 15,056 patients with psoriasis, and 4,949,017 patients in the
general population (excluding those with PN). PMN; primary malignant neoplasm; JHHS, Johns Hopkins Health System; CKD, chronic kidney disease; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer;
n/a, not applicable; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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4. Discussion

The etiology of PN is complex, with both local and systemic disease contributing to the intense
pruritus characteristic of the disease [15]. While underlying dermatological conditions, systemic
disease, and mood disturbances have been previously associated with PN [16], a limited number
of studies have been conducted investigating a neuropathic etiology of PN. Herein, we observed
a significant association between PN and comorbidities of peripheral neuropathies. Many of the
comorbidities examined, including chronic kidney disease, type-2 diabetes mellitus, and HIV infections,
likely contribute both through their association with pruritus and the development of peripheral
neuropathies [17]. Furthermore, patients with PN were more likely to have HIV as compared to
patients with AD or psoriasis and may be accounted for by the role of HIV as a contributor to severe
systemic pruritus [15,18].

Notably, exogenous agents and the association of drug therapies and peripheral neuropathies
were observed within our cohort. The use of statins and metronidazole were both more likely to be
seen in patients with PN. Evidence suggests that pruritus has been reported in up to 16% of cases
associated with statins [19]. Furthermore, both statins and dapsone have been reported in the literature,
for their association with peripheral neuropathies [20,21]. Metronidazole is uncommonly associated
with pruritus, though it has been associated with the development of peripheral neuropathies in
patients exposed to extended high-dose treatment courses [22]. The use of low-dose metronidazole has
been reported in several case reports for the management of PN [23]. Lastly, there is an association
between patients with PN and depression, anxiety, and greater anxiolytic use [16]. Recent evidence
comparing patients with psoriasis and PN found no differences in the psychological profile with
respect to the prevalence of anxiety, depression, or somatoform disorders [24]. These findings may
account for the increased likelihood of alcohol abuse seen within our PN cohort and its known
association with peripheral neuropathies. More importantly, our findings further emphasize the need
for increased awareness and consideration of early referral for psychodynamic intervention on behalf
of these patients.

Differences existing between PN, AD, and psoriasis were observed within our study. Interestingly,
these differences, although in part likely due to different pathophysiology of these conditions, may
also be explained by the difference in burden caused by the pruritus. A recent study examining the
burden of pruritus amongst inflammatory dermatoses found that patients with PN were significantly
more bothered by evening and nighttime pruritus and reported more significant impairment in quality
of life as compared to patients with psoriasis and AD, despite the association of AD and PN [25,26].

We also found that PN was significantly associated with carpal tunnel syndrome, ulnar nerve
entrapment, myxedema, hyperpituitarism, amyloidosis, vasculitis, and phlebitis, all of which are novel,
to the best of our knowledge, with the exception of amyloidosis [27]. Malignancy was significantly
associated with the PN as compared to the general population, likely due to its contributions to
pruritus. Recent studies have identified that patients with PN are more likely to have been diagnosed
with a malignancy as compared to the general population [28]. However, given the limited number
of patients with small-cell carcinoma, it is possible that its lack of association with PN may have
represented a statistical anomaly due to limited sample size.

As a cross-sectional analysis, our comparisons are limited to establishing correlations and not
causative relationships between PN and peripheral neuropathies. In addition, the temporality between
peripheral neuropathies and exposure to the underlying etiology is not captured by our analysis. It is
likely that the pathogenesis of PN and peripheral neuropathies is multifactorial and includes variables
not accounted for in our analysis. Lastly, the data are representative of a single center and are, therefore,
limited in their generalizability.

5. Conclusions

Overall, this study represents a large cross-sectional analysis of PN patients’ to-date, in which
an association with peripheral neuropathies is observed. This association with peripheral neuropathies
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may suggest the importance of neuropathic changes in the pathogenesis of PN. In addition, PN
demonstrates distinct differences in comparison to AD and psoriasis, despite their roles as chronic
inflammatory pruritic conditions. Clinically, our study underscores an important link between PN
and peripheral neuropathies. This may highlight an increased propensity for neural dysregulation
in patients with PN. As such, consideration and evaluation of peripheral neuropathies should be
considered in patients with PN.
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